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Abstract
Introduction: We developed the method of the spinal cord decompression and analyzed its efficacy. The essence
of the operation lies in the performance of multilevel laminectomy and mandatory durotomy of spinal cord with the local
administration of Cortexin.
Purpose: To develop the most efficient tactics of the decompression laminectomy and to study efficacy of the
durotomy and local administration of Cortexin in patients with spinal cord injury.
Methods: As of from January 2013 to June 2015 we performed 24 decompression operations in the thoracic spine
in the patients with spinal cord injury. In 12 patients the decompression laminectomy was performed without durotomy
of spinal cord. In 12 patients the durotomy of spinal cord with the local administration of Cortexin in the setting in
intradural space was performed.
Results: The first group of study consisted of 12 patients submitted to the decompression laminectomy without
durotomy. Efficacy in the first group of study corresponded to 50 %. In the group 2 we performed the durotomy
and local administration of Cortexin in the setting in intradural space (12 patients). The efficacy in the second group
corresponded to - 83 %.
Conclusion: The performance of multilevel decompression laminectomy, durotomy and local administration of
cortexin is preferable for the full-scale decompression of spinal cord and prevention of the extension of edema. The
method makes it possible to improve efficiency of the decompression operations.

Keywords: Spinal injury; Decompression; Laminectomy; Durotomy;
Cortexin

Introduction
The rehabilitation treatment of spinal cord injury patients has it’s
actuality from the very first hours of injury took place. The change in
the local autoregulation of blood pressure in the area of the primary
damage induces the vascular spasm, results in microcirculation
disorder and leads to release of the vasoactive factors such as histamine
and nitrogen oxide, which are the major factors of ischemia in the
affected area of spinal cord. This involves perfusion pressure decrease
and development of vascular dysfunction, ischemia, glutamatergic
excitotoxicity, inflammation and apoptosis [1-3].
The concept of decompression and stabilization operation includes
a single-step decompression of vertebral canal and stabilization,
because corrective measures in the event of vertebral deformity, spinal
cord compression and vertebral instability create favourable conditions
for implementation of compensation and adaptation mechanisms in
the affected spinal cord. For the purpose of rapid decompression of
spinal cord, the multilevel laminectomy is considered to be the most
successful operation. Wide laminectomy along the entire length of 2-3
vertebra makes it possible not only to perform operative exploration
of spinal cord, but to remove anterior compression of contents of
the vertebral canal through Urban bone wedge resection or forcible
reduction of vertebral dislocation. Full-scale decompression and
stabilization even in the setting of the rough spinal injury may cause
the improvement in blood supply and cerebrospinal fluid circulation in
the vertebral segment and prevention of progression of the pathological
process above and below the level of spinal injury [4-7].
The decompressive craniectomy has pretypified the experimental
and clinical studies of the spinal canal decompression and durotomy
as the method limiting the development of the secondary spinal cord
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injury. The studies in patients with craniocerebral injury showed
high efficacy of the decompressive craniectomy aimed at cerebral
decompression by means of removal of part of the bone from the skull
and durotomy. During the operation intracranial pressure (ISP) is
slowly decreased at the stages of craniotomy and durotomy [8-11].
The most telling example was given by the clinical trials, which
proved the positive role of the durotomy in decrease of the intracranial
pressure (ICP), limitation of perifocal edema and ischemia in the area
of the spinal cord injury [12].
The standard compressive stabilizing operation on the spinal is the
laminectomy of liquidation of bone compression and stabilization [13].
We developed the method of the spinal cord decompression and
analyzed its efficacy. The essence of the operation lies in the performance
of multilevel laminectomy and durotomy with a view to developing
reserved space for the affected spinal cord and the local administration
of Cortexin in the setting in intradural space.
Cortexin is the medicinal product of Russian origin with
neuropeptide structure received through enzymatic hydrolysis of the
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cerebral tissues of pigs and calves. The medicinal product contains
the complex of left-handed amino acids and biologically-active
polypeptides. The mechanism of action of Cortexin is principally
associated with its metabolic activity: it passes freely through the
blood-brain barrier and so regulates the balance between inhibitory
and excitatory neurotransmitters, serotonin and dopamine levels,
has GABA-ergic effect and antioxidative activity, normalizes the
Glutamate-Calcium Cascades, slows down the processes of apoptosis.
Pharmacological action of Cortexin was studied in the setting
of the treatment of craniocerebral injury and its consequences,
encephalopathy of different origin, acute and chronic encephalitis and
encephalomyelitis, being a part of complex therapy in epilepsy and in
different forms of infantile cerebral paralysis in each case the significant
clinical effect of the medicinal product was observed [14,15].

Methods
At the Spinal Surgery Department on Mechnikov hospital in
Dnepropetrovsk city (Ukraine), stating from January 2013 till June 2015
we have performed 24 decompressions and stabilization operations
in the thoracic spine for patients with spinal cord injury. A total of
24 patients (7 (29%) females, 17 (71%) males), aged 18 to 67 with an
average age of 32.9 ± 2.2. In 16 cases of falling from the heights and in
10 cases of car accidents. Operations were performed in the first three
days from the moment of getting injured. All patients underwent the
decompression laminectomy of two laminae (in 9 patients) and of three
laminae (in 15 patients). All patients were divided into two groups. The
first group consisted of 12 patients (9 (75%) males, 3 (25%) females)
submitted to the decompression laminectomy without durotomy of
spinal cord. An average age of 33.4 ± 3.3. In 12 patients (8 (67%) males,
4 (33%) females) of the second group the durotomy of spinal cord was
performed followed by the local administration of Cortexin in the
setting of intradural space and succeeded by the primary Tachocomb
grafting. An average age of 32.3 ± 3.0.
The stabilization was performed using nitinol clamps with the
shape memory in 16 patients and using transpedicular systems in 8
patients. Trauma of the upper thoracic spine (Th1-Th4) was observed
in 7 patients, middle thoracic spine (Th5-Th8) in 8 patients and lower
thoracic spine in 9 patients. The severity of neurological impairment
according to (American Spinal Injury Association) ASIA scale. In first
group ASIA scale “A” in 5 patients, “В” in 4 patients, “C” in 3 patients.
In second group ASIA scale “A” in 5 patients, “В” in 5 patients, “C” in 2
patients. Efficacy control was carried out in 30 days after the operation
by means of neurological examination using ASIA scale. Comparative
observations were not performed among the patients with ASIA scale
“D”.
We performed comparative analysis of the surgical treatment
efficacy in three groups of patients. The first group of study consisted
of 12 patients submitted to the decompression laminectomy without
durotomy (Group 1). In the second arm of study (12 patients) after the
laminectomy we performed the durotomy and administered Cortexin
in powdery condition spread on the affected spinal cord and primary
duraplasty (Group 2).
In patients who have entered the Group 1, the laminectomy was
performed according to the generally accepted standards. We are of
the opinion that the most efficacy is achieved with the decompression
performed in the upper thoracic spine and middle thoracic spine within
3 laminectomies and in lower thoracic spine within 2 laminectomies.
The extension of the laminectomy was due to anatomic difference in
size of the spinal bones and spinal cord in the thoracic spine. Final step
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included the removal of bone fragments, reclination or Urban bone
wedge resection and the spinal stabilization procedure.
In the Group 2 we performed the durotomy along the middle line
along the entire length of the laminectomy with magnification under the
surgical microscope. We performed the operative exploration of spinal
cord and restored the cerebrospinal fluid circulation; cerebral detritus
was not removed. After we spread Cortexin in powdery condition in a
dose of 5 mg on the affected section of spinal cord and dura mater, after
which the primary grafting of the dura mater. For the primary grafting
of the dura mater we used the Tachocomb plate covering the whole space
of the bone resection, after which the Urban bone wedge removing and
the spinal stabilization procedure were performed (Figure 1 and 2). In
12 cases we performed the durotomy and primary grafting. In each case
after cut of the dura mater we observed the events of hemorrhage and
edema in the affected spinal cord that were expressed in the prolapse of
the medullary substance beyond the dura mater (Figure 3). Thus, when
cut of the dura mater we increased the reserved space for the affected

Figure 1: Grafting of the dura mater using the Tachocomb plate.

Figure 2: Installed transpedicular stabilization system. The arrows indicate the
Tachocomb plate.

Figure 3: Two laminectomies were performed. Longitudinal section of the dura
mater. The edema of spinal cord with the area of hemorrhage.
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spinal cord and so improved microcirculation and set bounds to the
secondary damage of the medullary substance.

Results
For the assessment of efficacy we used the ASIA scale. In the first
arm of study (12 patients) the improvement was observed in 5 patients
with ASIA scale “А”, 4 patients showed the recovery to ASIA scale “В”
and 3 patients to ASIA scale “C”.
One patient with ASIA scale “A” showed improvement to ASIA scale
“B”. Four patients with ASIA scale “A” the dynamics was not observed.
Two patient with ASIA scale “В” showed improvement to ASIA
scale “C”. Two patients with ASIA scale “B” the dynamics was not
observed.
Three patient with ASIA “С” showed improvement to ASIA “D”. In
6 patients the neurological dynamics was not observed. Efficacy in the
first group of study corresponded to 50 % (p < 0.05).
In the second group of study (12 patients) the positive dynamics
was observed in 10 patients. Two patients (ASIA scale “A”) showed
the recovery of deep sensibility and surface sensibility that was
corresponding to (ASIA scale “B”). In 1 patient the recovery achieved
ASIA scale “C”.
The neurological dynamics was not observed in two cases (ASIA
scale “A”).
In 3 patients with ASIA scale “B” the recovery achieved “С”. And
two patients with ASIA “В” showed ASIA scale “D”. Two patients with
ASIA “C” showed improvement to ASIA scale “D”. The efficacy in the
second group corresponded to 83 % (p < 0.05).
Our researches suggest that Cortexin has high tolerability and
has no side effects. In making an assessment of the clinical laboratory
parameters of changes of the functional status of kidneys and liver, it
was found that the lipemic index did not change. Complications in the
form of the wound cerebrospinal fluid leak were not observed (Table 1).

Discussion
Experimental studies conducted show high efficacy of the durotomy,
as the method limiting the development of the secondary alterations
of affected spinal cord in the setting of the spinal cord injury [16-21].
We conducted the experimental studies of the durotomy followed by
the local administration of Сortexin on the affected part of spinal cord
in rats. When analyzing the changes in neurochemical and functional
levels of spinal structure activity in the period of rehabilitation after
spinal cord injury, it is possible to observe the optimizing effect of
the local administration of Сortexin. In our experiments we used
Сortexin, which exhibited essential antioxidant characteristics
evident as activation of superoxide dismutase activity and reducing
Changes (ASIA)

1 group

2 group

0

6

2

50%

17%

6

7

50%

58%

1
2
All Groups

0

3

0%

25%

12

12

Table 1: Changes of scale ASIA after surgery (A-A, B-B, C-C, D-D – 0; A-B, B-C,
C-D -1; A-C, B-D -2).
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the concentration of products of peroxide lipids oxidation, obviously
maintaining sufficient level of the pro-antioxidative balance of nervous
tissue, and promoted intensive compensatory cellular metabolism and
fast recovery of functional activity of the affected part of spinal cord.
Due to antioxidative and neurotrophic effects of Сortexin, its local
administration in the setting of traumatic spinal cord injury provides
improvement of bioelectric parameters, which make oneself evident
in increase in the amplitude of background impulsation of resting
electromyogram (EMG) and increase in the frequency of spontaneous
oscillations. Effect of the drug is related to the active interaction of
Cortexin peptides with neurotransmitter systems, enhancing the
functional interaction of neurons and glial cells and improving synaptic
transmission and plasticity of the spinal cord tissues. Besides Cortexin
is associated with an effects of the insulin-like growth factor (IGF-I),
which fulfills a function of autocrine or paracrine agent of proliferation
of neurons and glial cells and facilitates their differentiation and
survival. It has been established that IGF-I protects the motor neurons
against the death of cells in the presence of damage, encourages long
neuron renewal, promotes sprouting of nerve terminals and increases
the size of neuromuscular contacts. Based on the research findings, we
conducted the clinical trial of the durotomy and local administration
of Cortexin and proved its high efficacy. We assume that when the
dynamics of recovery was not observed, predominant factor was the
primary failure of the zone of spinal cord contusion. We developed safe
and effective method, which provides an opportunity to reduce the
secondary alterations of affected spinal cord and thereby improve the
quality of life in patients with the spinal cord injury [14,15].

Conclusion
The performance of multilevel decompression laminectomy,
durotomy and local administration of Cortexin is preferable for the
full-scale decompression of spinal cord and prevention of the extension
of edema. The method makes it possible to improve efficiency of the
decompression operations.
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